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Finance, Fintech, Big Tech

• Transformation still at early stage
– Debate amorphous, driven by hype

• Three challenges already apparent
– Regulators’ own data & tech culture 
– Financial authorities’ new peers
– Cross-border challenges



Regulators’ Data & Tech Culture

• Stable, conservative organizations

• Interaction with start-ups

• Public provision of data



Startups Are Disorienting

‘‘Upstart Revolut adopts less aggressive stance’’ 
Financial Times, April 24, 2019



Financial Regulators’ New Peers

• Financial regulators long successful at 
defending their (collective) autonomy

• Big Tech is getting closer to finance

• Big Tech regulation is fledgling
– Competition, data rights



Joint Statement on Libra, Aug. 2019



Cloud Services & Finance

• Critical service providers – or systemic
infrastructures? 

• Cloud services are very reliable – but 
nothing is risk-free
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EU State Aid Control
• European Commission’s Directorate-

General for Competition (DG COMP) has 
become a significant participant in the 
public regulation of the banking system 
since the late 1990s

• After two decades, multiple areas of 
friction & still no clear boundaries



Cross-Border Coordination

• Increased scope for global data businesses 
regulated as financial firms
– e.g. SWIFT, ratings agencies, trade repositories

• Architecture based on common standards 
(‘‘soft law’’) & voluntary coordination among
agencies of different jurisdictions

• Challenges predate the age of data, but 
exacerbated by it
– Separate challenges from global monetary system



• How long can the current architecture hold? 

• Developments in European Union
– Supranational options long viewed as utopian
– 2011: direct supervision by ESMA

• Credit ratings agencies, trade repositories, …
– 2012: single supervisory mechanism (banks)

• Case for institutional experimentations
– ‘‘Coalitions of the willing’’
– e.g. International Data Hub at BIS

Cross-Border Coordination
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